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Abstract

The bulk chemistry of commercial carbon blacks and carbon blacks obtained by vacuum pyrolysis (CB ) of used tires wasP
13investigated by C-NMR spectroscopy with and without magic angle spinning of the sample. Two different kinds of carbon

atoms can be distinguished: Graphite like carbon atoms in poly-condensed aromatic rings and carbon atoms in a less ordered
environment. Commercial carbon blacks and CB obtained under different pyrolysis conditions have practically the sameP

concentrations of the different types of carbon atoms in the bulk, whereas earlier ESCA and SIMS investigations have shown
that the surface chemistry of CB is different from commercial carbon blacks and depends strongly on the pyrolysisP

conditions. Thus, during the pyrolysis only the carbon black surface chemistry is changed. The carbon black bulk structure
was also studied by X-ray diffraction. The XRD results, including the radial distribution function (RDF) indicated, in
agreement with the NMR results, that the bulk structure of commercial carbon blacks and of CB are similar.  2000P
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1. Introduction CB consists of the recovered carbon black filler, inorganicP

tire components (e.g. ZnS and ZnO [4]) and carbonaceous
The huge piles of scrap tires are usually considered as deposits that may have been formed during the pyrolysis.

waste material. In the USA approximately 63% of the Carbonaceous deposits are defined here as chemically
scrap tires are dumped in landfills and 23% are incinerated bound (mostly aromatic) hydrocarbons on the carbon black
[1]. These treatments cannot be considered environmental- surface. Such deposits can be formed from hydrocarbons
ly friendly. During incineration of tires, for example, adsorbed on the carbon black surface. Their presence on
carcinogenic polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons are pro- the carbon black and on inorganic CB components wasP

duced [2]. Vacuum pyrolysis offers an environmentally confirmed by surface spectroscopic methods such as ESCA
friendly way to transform scrap tires into useful products. and SIMS [5,6] and scanning electron microscopy [4].
Pyrolytic oil and pyrolytic carbon black (CB ) are the By means of a mass balance it is possible to make aP

principal products of this process [3]. The economy of the coarse estimate of the amount of carbonaceous deposits.
tire pyrolysis process strongly depends on the quality of Tires contain approximately 25–30% of carbon black and
the CB , i.e. its ability to be used in high value commer- 4% of inorganic components (e.g. ZnO and S) [1,7] on aP

cial applications (e.g. as reinforcing filler in polymers). The steel-free basis. The inorganic tire components usually end
up in the CB . Thus, if no carbonaceous deposits areP

formed, tire pyrolysis should yield approximately 29–34%*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-418-656-2131 Ext. 6931;
CB . Higher CB yields indicate the formation of car-fax: 11-418-656-2091. P P

E-mail address: croy@gch.ulaval.ca (C. Roy). bonaceous deposits during the pyrolysis. Tire pyrolysis can
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be performed at atmospheric [8–12] or at reduced pressure cal shifts observed in the MAS spectrum are usually too
[3,13]. Yields of 40% [14] and 52% CB [15], respective- close to be separated in spectra of solid samples. ChemicalP

ly, have been reported for atmospheric tire pyrolysis at shift tensors of a variety of hydrocarbons were listed by
5008C. These high CB yields suggest that considerable Duncan [16]. The chemical shift tensors for similar typesP

amounts of carbonaceous deposits are formed during of carbon (e.g. aromatic carbons which are bound only to
atmospheric tire pyrolysis. The situation is different for tire other aromatic carbons) differ only a little. It is, therefore,
pyrolysis at reduced pressure. In the authors’ laboratory the possible to fit experimental spectra to ‘‘standard’’ peaks of
CB yields for tire pyrolysis at 5008C ranged between 30 different carbon types. This approach was used by Wem-P

and 34%. This suggests that during pyrolysis at reduced mer et al. [17], Orendt et al. [18] and Sethi et al. [19] to
pressure no or only small amounts of carbonaceous analyse coal and other carbon samples. The carbon atoms
deposits were formed. The difference between pyrolysis at were divided by Wemmer et al. [17] into four types:
atmospheric and reduced pressure may be explained by the Aliphatic carbons, alkoxy carbons, aromatic carbons bound
different concentrations of hydrocarbons in the gas phase. only to other aromatic carbons and aromatic carbons bound
During the pyrolysis the atmosphere in the reactor consists to aliphatic substituents or hydrogen. Orendt and Sethi
of the hydrocarbons formed from the decomposing elas- used the same classification. However, they differentiated
tomer. These hydrocarbons may adsorb on the carbon further between aromatic carbon atoms with aliphatic
black surface, polymerise there and finally form car- substituents and those bound to hydrogen.
bonaceous deposits. These reactions will be limited if the Graphene layers are the basic building block of carbon
hydrocarbon concentration in the gas phase is reduced, for black particles and these layers exhibit numerous distor-
example by reducing the pressure in the reactor. A tions and discontinuities [20]. Some regions, however,
correlation between the amount of carbonaceous deposits have a more regular, graphite-like arrangement. The
on the CB surface and the pyrolysis pressure was indeed dimensions of these graphitic domains are characterised byP

observed [5,6]. The residence time of gases is directly the average stacking height of the parallel layers in the
proportional to the pressure. Due to the low residence time ‘‘c’’ direction (L ) and by the average diameter of thec

during the vacuum pyrolysis process, hydrocarbons formed parallel layers in the ‘‘ab’’ plane (L ). These two dimen-a

from the decomposing elastomer do not have ‘‘the time’’ sions can be determined by X-ray diffraction. If the
to form precursors of carbonaceous deposits in the gas carbonaceous deposits on the CB contain polyaromaticP

phase. compounds with a lower order as compared to the com-
The above mentioned mass balance indicates that CB mercial carbon black initially present in the tire theP

from pyrolysis at reduced pressure contains no or only average dimension of the ‘‘crystalline’’ domains in the
small amounts of carbonaceous deposits. However, such a CB should be smaller than in the commercial carbonP

mass balance only allows a rough estimate of the amount black.
of carbonaceous deposits. First, the feedstock consists of a The radial electron distribution function (RDF) of
mixture of different used tires with different concentrations commercial carbon blacks has been measured by different
of carbon black. Second, even if the carbon black content groups [21–23]. As already mentioned, in carbon black the
of the new tires is known, the composition changes during carbon atoms are present in graphite-like layers. However,
their use (e.g. through abrasion of the tire tread). Thus, a there is no long range three-dimensional order as in
direct measure of the amount of carbonaceous deposits on graphite [20]. The presence of carbonaceous deposits on
the CB is desirable. Two different methods were em- the CB should influence their RDF. The average size of aP P

ployed in this work to characterise the bulk of CB in system consisting of condensed aromatic rings, for exam-P

comparison with commercial rubber grade carbon blacks. ple, can also be determined from RDF [24,25]. Since the
13The bulk chemistry was studied by C-NMR, whereas size of the aromatic system in carbonaceous deposits is

X-ray diffraction data were used to calculate the dimension much smaller than in the carbon black, this can be tedious
of graphitic domains and the radial electron distribution applied to detect carbonaceous deposits in the CB .P

function. Carbonaceous deposits can also be identified if they
13 3C-NMR spectra of solid carbonaceous solids usually contain aliphatic domains with sp hybridised carbon

exhibit broad lines and the distinction of different carbon atoms because these atoms have different numbers of
types is not easy. The most important broadening mecha- neighbours from atoms in carbon black. RDF was also

13nism in the C-NMR solid state experiment of poly- found sensitive enough to determine the vitrinite con-
crystalline samples is the Chemical Shift Anisotropy centrations in coals [26].
(CSA). The CSA can be removed by magic angle spinning
(MAS) and as a result the line widths are considerably
reduced. However, the averaging of the different chemical 2. Experimental details
shift tensors leads to a loss of information. For example,
the chemical shift tensors of carbons in condensed aro- 2.1. Materials
matic compounds and of carbons in one-ring aromatic
compounds are quite different, whereas the average chemi- The CB samples were obtained by vacuum pyrolysis ofp
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tire parts from the sidewall of cross-ply tires at tempera- respectively [30]. The calculation of the RDF followed the
tures and total pressures ranging from 420 to 7008C and procedure given in [30].
0.3 to 20 kPa, respectively. A detailed description of the
feedstock, the reaction conditions and the reactor has
already been published [27,28]. Four grades of commercial 3. Results and discussion
rubber grade carbon blacks were investigated for com-

13parison. The grades N539, N660 and N774 were chosen 3.1. C-NMR spectra
because these three grades are used in the sidewall of tires,

13whereas the grade N110 is used in the tread [7]. Their The static C-NMR spectra of two commercial carbon
surface areas are similar to those of CB and their ESCA black samples (N539 and N774) and the CB samplesP P

C spectra are representative for commercial rubber grade were fitted to two peaks (Figs. 1 and 2). The principal1s

carbon blacks [5]. The graphite powder used for the NMR tensor components of the two peaks in the spectra of the
experiments was purchased from Fisher Scientific Canada, commercial carbon blacks are very similar (Table 1) and
Grade [38. close to those of the different CBp (Table 2). These tensor

components represent the shielding constants along the
three principal axes in a molecule-fixed system. The most2.2. Characterisation
intense peak (C ) had average tensor components (d 51 11

186.5 ppm, d 5183.3 ppm, d 59.9 ppm) which are13 22 332.2.1. Static C-NMR experiments
typical for carbon atoms in condensed aromatic com-13The C-NMR experiments were performed with an
pounds [16] and which are close to the tensor components

ASX 300 spectrometer from Bruker Canada Ltd., Milton,
of graphite atoms (d 5d 5178 ppm, d 50 ppm) [31].11 22 33´Ontario, Canada (Universite Laval) at a carbon frequency
An assignment of this peak to graphite-like carbon atoms

of 75.42 MHz. The spectra were acquired with a Hahn
in condensed aromatic compounds is reasonable since

echo sequence and high power proton decoupling during
individual graphitic layers are the basic building block of

data acquisition. The 908 pulse width was 4.5 ms and the
carbon black particles [20] and the XRD spectra of the two

recycle delay was 20 s. A longer recycle delay did not
commercial carbon blacks and the CB also show thePincrease the intensity of the spectra. All free induction
reflections of graphite (Fig. 3). These reflections are very

decays were subjected to Fourier transformation and a 500
broad, indicating that the graphitic domains are relatively

Hz line broadening was applied to all spectra. The
small. The average stacking height (L ) and the averagecchemical shifts d, expressed in parts per million [ppm],

were referenced relative to the signal of tetramethylsilane
(TMS) at d 50 ppm. For every spectrum 4000 scans wereC

added. The experimental spectra were fitted to theoretical
static spectra of different carbon types using the equations
given in [29] with an additional Gauss–Lorentz line
broadening. The fitting program allowed the variation of
the peak intensity, the three chemical shift tensor com-
ponents (d , d and d ), the width of the Gauss–Lorentz11 22 33

broadening function (DB) and the Gauss–Lorentz mixing
ratio (gl).

132.2.2. C-MAS–NMR experiments
13Single pulse C-MAS–NMR spectra were recorded

with a MSL 300 spectrometer from Bruker, Rheinstetten,
Germany (CNRS, Villeurbanne) operating at a carbon
frequency of 75.47 MHz and a spinning frequency of 4
kHz. The 908 pulse width was 7 ms and high power proton
decoupling was performed during recording of the spectra.
The recycle delay was 20 s and 4000 scans were added for
every spectrum.

2.2.3. X-ray diffraction experiments
The diffraction experiments were performed with a

Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan model D Max III VC diffractometer
(NCL, Pune) using CuK radiation. The dimensions of thea

13domains with a graphite-like order were calculated using Fig. 1. C-NMR spectra of commercial carbon blacks and
the (002 ) and (11 ) reflections and the Scherrer equation, graphite.
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chemical shift tensor components, of carbons in these
distorted regions of the graphitic layers will certainly differ
from the carbons in the well-ordered regions. For example
in turbostratic graphite the tensor components of the
carbons (d 5251 ppm, d 5d 520 ppm) [32] differ11 22 33

considerably from those of graphite (see above). Conse-
quently, the C the peak was assigned to carbons in2

disordered regions of the graphene layers.
13As with the static spectra, the C-MAS–NMR spectra

of commercial carbon blacks and of the CB were alsoP
13similar. The C-MAS–NMR spectra of the two commer-

cial carbon blacks and the CB showed a broad peak withP

a chemical shift of approximately 130 ppm and a broad
shoulder at approximately 170 ppm. As an example, the
spectrum for the CB sample obtained at 5008C and 0.3P

kPa is presented in Fig. 4. The position and intensity ratio
of the two signals in the MAS spectrum support the fit
results of the static spectra, since the position of the signals

13in the C-MAS–NMR spectra correspond to the average
of the three chemical tensor components [d 5 1/3 ?avg.

(d 1 d 1 d )] of the static spectra. This comparison11 22 33

can be made from the results presented in Tables 1 and 2,
where d of the two peaks are listed. In all cases theavg.

differences between d of the static spectra and theavg.

position of the two signals in the MAS spectra are smaller13Fig. 2. C-NMR spectra of pyrolytic carbon blacks.
than 10 ppm.

In the static spectrum of the CB sample which wasP

diameter (L ) of the parallel graphite-like layers in the obtained at a pyrolysis temperature of 4208C, a very smalla

commercial carbon blacks studied here are between 13 and third peak (C ) was detected (Table 2). In this CB sample3 P
˚16 and 17–20 A, respectively (Table 3). small amounts of not completely decomposed elastomer

The second peak (C ) has tensor components which are were detected by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [4].2

close to those of phenolic carbon atoms [16]. However, Accordingly, the C peak was assigned to aliphatic car-3

since the bulk oxygen concentration of commercial carbon bons since it also has tensor components typical for
blacks and CB is small [4] (,4 wt. %), this peak cannot aliphatic carbons [16]. Pyrolysis temperatures of 5008CP

be assigned to phenolic carbon atoms. An assignment of and higher ensured the complete decomposition of the
the C peak to carbons bound to other elements was also elastomer and neither incompletely decomposed elastomer2

13ruled out, because of the low concentration of other non- nor a C peak was detected by SEM and C-NMR3

carbon elements in CB . In carbon blacks the graphitic spectroscopy, respectively.p

layers exhibit numerous distortions and discontinuities The absence or very small concentration of aliphatic
[20]. The electronic environment, and therefore also, the carbon atoms or other carbon atoms bound to hydrogen in

Table 1
Relative intensities and tensor components of different carbon types in commercial carbon blacks and graphite

Commercial Type of carbon atom
carbon black

Graphite-like carbon atoms Carbon atoms in disordered environment
aGrade Area Tensor components [ppm] Width Area Tensor components [ppm] Width

[%] [ppm] [%] [ppm]
d d d d d d d d11 22 33 avg. 11 22 33 avg.

N 539 63 186.4 180.1 4.8 123.8 25.5 37 217.3 186.0 102.3 168.5 18.1

N 774 67 186.7 186.4 15.0 129.4 25.1 33 224.9 186.0 103.0 171.3 18.0
bGraphite 100 179.8 179.8 21.0 119.5 30.5 – – – – – –

a Gauss–Lorentz line broadening.
b Literature data: d 5d 5178 ppm, d 50 ppm [31].11 22 33
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Table 2
Relative intensities and tensor components of different carbon types in pyrolytic carbon blacks

Pyrolysis Carbon type
conditions

Graphite-like carbon atoms Carbon atoms in disordered environment

T P Area Tensor components [ppm] Width Area Tensor components [ppm] Width
[8C] [kPa] [%] [ppm] [%] [ppm]

d d d d d d d d11 22 33 avg. 11 22 33 avg.

a420 0.3 64.4 197.3 181.6 4.6 127.8 23.7 34.6 213.6 176.0 90.2 159.9 20.0
500 0.3 69.2 183.0 177.6 4.1 121.6 26.3 30.8 210.3 183.8 88.9 161.0 15.6
600 0.3 66.5 185.1 179.2 21.7 120.9 27.3 33.5 220.8 191.2 90.8 167.6 19.2
700 0.3 66.2 193.8 184.8 1.8 126.8 26.3 33.7 213.8 178.6 95.3 162.6 21.0
500 10.0 67.0 199.8 191.4 24.3 129.0 27.2 33.0 227.0 190.0 102.1 173.0 17.3
500 20.0 65.4 194.8 181.6 4.6 127.0 25.6 34.5 217.3 174.9 84.3 158.8 18.9

a A third peak was detected for aliphatic carbon: Area 1%; d 49.9 ppm; d 39.7 ppm d 9.5 ppm11 22 33

these CB samples was also confirmed by the observation very close to those of the CB . The C peaks in the spectraP p 1
13that the cross-polarised C-MAS–NMR spectra of these of the two commercial carbon blacks were either slightly

samples showed hardly any signal (spectra not shown). smaller (N539) or slightly more intense (N774) than in the
The relative areas of the C and C peaks were very spectra of the CB (Table 1). Since tires contain different1 2 P

similar for the CB from different pyrolysis conditions commercial carbon blacks (e.g. N539 and N660 in theP

(Table 2), suggesting that the pyrolysis temperature and carcass (tire structure except the sidewall and tread) and
pressure had no or very little influence on the bulk N765 and N774 in the tire sidewall [7]) the recovered CBP

composition of the CB (not considering the inorganic is a mixture of the different commercial carbon blacks.P

CB portion). The relative areas of the two peaks in the Therefore, it can be concluded that the bulk of the carbonP

spectra of the two commercial carbon blacks were also black filler is not or only very little changed during the tire
pyrolysis.

3.2. X-ray diffraction

As already mentioned above CB contain inorganicP

components. The CB diffractograms showed, therefore,P

signals of these components. Since we were only interested
in the structure of the carbon portion of the CB theP

Table 3
Dimensions of graphitic domains in commercial and pyrolytic
carbon blacks as derived from XRD

Commercial black L Lc a
2 ˚ ˚Grade Surface area [m /g] [A] [A]

N110 145 13.3 17.0
N539 43 15.2 18.1
N660 36 16.0 20.0
N774 29 16.2 20.1

Pyrolytic carbon black, pyrolysis L Lc a

conditions
˚ ˚T [8C] P [kPa] [A] [A]

420 0.3 15.8 19.2
500 0.3 15.8 19.2
500 10.0 15.8 19.2
500 20.0 15.8 19.2
600 0.3 15.8 19.2
700 0.3 15.8 19.2

Fig. 3. Diffractograms of pyrolytic carbon black @ 5008C, 0.3
700 10.0 15.8 19.2

kPa (before and after correction for inorganic CB components)P 700 20.0 15.8 19.2
and of commercial carbon blacks.
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black particle should allow a more ‘‘undisturbed’’ arrange-
ment of the graphene layers in an ordered graphite-like
structure. For the four commercial carbon black samples
studied here L and L increased with decreasing specificc a

surface area (Table 3). For all the CB samples, L and LP c a

were identical. The values of L and L were between thec a

corresponding values of the medium and low surface area
commercial blacks, which are used in tire side walls. These
findings suggest that in the different CB , only very smallP

concentrations of carbonaceous deposits were present.

3.3. XRD – radial distribution function

The RDF of four commercial carbon black grades
showed signals at approximately 1.5, 2.6, 3.65, 4.2 and 5.1
Å, respectively (Table 4). The signal at approximately 3.65

13 ˚Fig. 4. C-MAS–NMR spectrum of pyrolytic carbon black @ A was for most of the samples only resolved as a shoulder.
5008C, 0.3 kPa. As an example the RDF of the commercial carbon black

N539 is shown in Fig. 5. The RDF observed for the
commercial carbon blacks in this work is in good agree-contribution of the inorganic components was subtracted
ment with the RDF of carbon blacks observed by Warrenfrom the CB diffractograms. This is shown in Fig. 3 forP

[21] and other authors [23]. For comparison, the theoreticalthe CB sample obtained at a temperature and pressure ofP

values for distances and numbers of neighbours of a5008C and 0.3 kPa, respectively. The upper spectrum is the
carbon atom in a single layer of graphite are also given inexperimental diffractogram of the CB . This CB containsP P

Table 4. All signals in the RDF plot of the commerciala mixture of different Zn compounds (ZnO, a-ZnS and
blacks can be explained by carbon atoms in the sameb-ZnS, [4]). The combined diffractogram of these inor-
single graphene layer (Fig. 6). For the atoms at a distanceganic compounds is shown below the experimental diffrac-

˚togram. By subtraction the diffractogram of the carbon of 2.46 and 2.84 A only one peak in the RDF plot at
˚portion of the CB was obtained. The diffractograms of the approximately 2.6 A was found (Fig. 5). No signals ofP

carbon portion of the different CB samples studied here carbon atoms in adjunct graphene layers were found in theP

and the diffractograms of the commercial carbon blacks RDF. The number of approximately three and nine neigh-
were very similar, indicating that the carbon portion of the bours calculated for the first two RDF signals is also to be
CB did not contain significant amounts of carbonaceous expected for a graphite layer.P

deposits. The RDF plots calculated from the diffractograms of the
XRD investigations of commercial carbon blacks carbon portion of the CB were very similar (Fig. 5). AlsoP

showed that the dimensions of the ‘‘crystalline’’ regions, the number of neighbours and their distances in the carbon
especially L , increase in general with decreasing specific portion of the CB was practically the same as for thec P

surface area, or increasing radius of the spherical primary commercial carbon blacks (Table 5). The fact that both the
carbon black particles [20]. This may be related to the commercial blacks and CBp RDF curves yield distances
radius of curvature, since a larger radius of the carbon and numbers of neighbours which are essentially the ones

Table 4
Interatomic distances (d) and number of neighbours (N) in commercial carbon blacks as determined from RDF data

˚Sample d [A] (N)

Single graphite layer 1.42 (3.0) 2.46 (3.0) 3.75 (6.0) 4.25 (6.0) 4.92 (6.0)
Ref. [21] – 2.84 (6.0) – – 5.11 (6.0)
Commercial black
Cabot, Ref. [21] 1.50 (3.2) 2.70 (10.2) 4.05 – 5.15
Carbofrance, Ref. [23] 1.39 (|3) 2.55 (|11) 4.10 – 5.00
N 115 1.50 (2.5) 2.59 (9.4) 3.61 4.23 5.05

aN 539 1.51 (2.8) 2.64 (10.1) |3.65 4.22 5.07
aN 660 1.50 (2.9) 2.63 (9.9) |3.65 4.23 5.08

N 774 1.50 (2.8) 2.59 (9.7) 3.65 4.23 5.06
a Shoulder
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of graphite monolayers (Fig. 6 and Tables 4 and 5)
suggests that the graphene layers within the same graphitic
domain are not arranged in a crystal-like structure. Al-
though the distance between the layers in carbon black is

˚known to be 3.6–3.7 A, the location of the neighbouring
carbon atoms in the adjacent layers must be randomly
yielding a random distribution of carbon–carbon distances,
which is in agreement with the accepted turbostratic
structure of carbon blacks. The RDF results indicate again
that no significant amounts of carbonaceous deposits were
formed during the tire pyrolysis.

However, the pyrolysis conditions have an important
influence on the surface chemistry of the CB . EarlierP

surface spectroscopic investigations of the same CBP

samples showed that deposits of pyrolytic carbon, consist-
ing mostly of small aromatic compounds, are formed on
the surface of CB during the pyrolysis [5,6]. TheseP

deposits originate from hydrocarbons adsorbed on the CBP

surface. Pyrolytic carbon deposition increases with increas-
ing pyrolysis pressures and decreasing pyrolysis tempera-
tures. The absence of a peak of carbons in small aromatic

13compounds in the C-NMR spectra of CB , fromP

pyrolysis temperatures at 5008C or higher temperatures,
suggests that the pyrolytic carbon deposits are limited to

Fig. 5. Radial distribution function of commercial carbon black the surface and make up only a very small part of the total
N539 and of the carbon portion of pyrolytic carbon black @ carbon.
5008C, 0.3 kPa. The observation that the bulk of commercial carbon

Fig. 6. Number of neighbours and their distances in a single layer of graphite.
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Table 5
Interatomic distances and number of neighbours in pyrolytic carbon blacks (carbon portion) as determined from RDF data

Pyrolytic carbon black
˚pyrolysis conditions d [A] (N)

T [8C] P [kPa]
a420 0.3 1.49 (2.9) 2.60 (9.8) 3.65 4.23 5.06

500 0.3 1.50 (2.9) 2.61 (9.9) 3.61 4.23 5.06
500 10.0 1.51 (2.8) 2.59 (9.8) 3.61 4.22 5.07
500 20.0 1.50 (2.8) 2.58 (9.7) 3.61 4.22 5.06

a600 0.3 1.50 (2.9) 2.60 (9.8) 3.65 4.23 5.08
a700 0.3 1.50 (2.9) 2.58 (9.6) 3.65 4.23 5.09

700 10.0 1.51 (2.8) 2.59 (9.7) 3.61 4.22 5.08
700 20.0 1.50 (2.9) 2.60 (9.7) 3.61 4.22 5.07

a Shoulder.

blacks and CB have virtually the same chemical nature is by surface spectroscopic methods, is limited to the surfaceP

very important for the application of CB . As shown of the CB , the concentration of pyrolytic carbon in theP P

previously, the two most important differences between bulk is very small. Therefore, a substitution of commercial
commercial carbon blacks and CB are the deposition of carbon black by CB for certain applications should beP P

pyrolytic carbon on the CB surface and the high con- technically possible.P

centration of inorganic compounds in CB [4–6]. SinceP

these two differences can be reduced by a proper choice of
the pyrolysis conditions [5,6,33] and a demineralisation
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